
by Felipe Erazo, writing for Bitcoin.com

A Slovenian cryptocurrency mining pool and trading platform announced that

they’ve managed to fully compensate their users affected by a hacking attack

that took over BTC 4,600. The hack took place on December 6, 2017, when its

website went down and it was forced to interrupt all its operations.

NICEHASH MINING POOL 'FULLY' REIMBURSES
ALL USERS AFFECTED BY 2017 HACK

by Osato Avan-Nomayo, writing for Cointelegraph

After months of wrestling for control of the company, Bitmain co-founders

Jihan Wu and Micree Zhan have reportedly reached a settlement. According to

Chinese crypto expert Colin Wu, and reported by multiple local publications,

both parties have agreed to a $600 million compensation for Jihan Wu with

Zhan taking control of the crypto miner maker operations.

BITMAIN'S 'HARD FORK' TO END IN $600M
SETTLEMENT IN FAVOR OF MICREE ZHAN
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The cryptocurrency economy has been higher in value than ever before as Bitcoin

has touched an all-time price=. Regardless of the all-time price highs, the world’s

Bitcoin miners are not spending more Bitcoin than usual according to onchain

statistics. Bitcoin miner outflow has been higher during the bull run but also lower

than the 2019 top.

ONCHAIN DATA SHOWS BTC MINERS ARE
NOT SPENDING MORE THAN USUAL

by Daniel Phillips, writing

for DeCrypt

Although it takes 10

minutes to discover each

block and each block yields

a BTC 6.25 reward for the

miner that successfully

discovered it, it's important

to understand that the

entire Bitcoin mining

network is essentially

competing in this block

discovery process. For this

reason, the vast majority of

Bitcoin miners work

together as part of a mining

pool, combining their hash

rate, since a single mining

rig could take several years

to mine one Bitcoin.

HOW LONG DOES
IT TAKE TO MINE
ONE BITCOIN?

by Jamie Redman, writing for Bitcoin.com
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The Ethereum network’s 2.0 transition has pushed the protocol to become one of

the largest staking networks in the world with 1,683,905 ether locked into the

contract worth $1 billion so far. According to reports from China, while proof-of-

work Ethereum miners have two years left to mine the leading crypto asset, ten

Chinese mining rig manufacturers are reportedly racing to create a next-

generation ether mining rig.

MINING RIG MAKERS RACE TO CREATE
NEXT-GEN ETHEREUM MINER
by Jamie Redman, writing for Bitcoin.com

by Tim Alper, writing for Crypto News

Crypto adoption has ballooned in Venezuela and Argentina this year, claim

industry players. In Venezuela, the CEO of one of the nation’s most active crypto

exchanges, Cryptobuyer, has claimed that the unspecified number of Bitcoin

payments made in the nation is doubling every month. Meanwhile, elsewhere on

the continent, the number of BTC investors in Argentina has increased by 300% in

2020, claimed Maximiliano Hinz, Binance’s head of operations for Latin America.

BITCOIN PAY GETS TRACTION IN VENEZUELA
WHILE CRYPTO GATHERS PACE IN ARGENTINA

by Jaroslaw Adamowski, writing for Crypto News

GamerHash enables users to share excess computer power when they watch

movies, play games in play-and-earn model sessions or browse the internet,

allowing the start-up to use leftover power to mine cryptoassets. As reported, with

more than 530,000 users registered in 125 countries worldwide, the start-up says it

has observed a major spike in user activity since the first coronavirus lockdown.

POLISH CRYPTO MINER PREPARES ITS
SERVICES FOR SOUTH KOREAN GAMERS

by Elena Perez,  writing for Cointelegraph

At the beginning of this unusual and sometimes difficult year, the cryptocurrency

world reminisced about the crypto mining boom and whether it was now over.

But soon, the fears were washed away as large companies registered on Nasdaq

expressed clear interest in mining Bitcoin for additional earnings.

TOP CRYPTO MINING HARDWARE TO EXPECT
IN 2021

by Tim Alper, writing for

Crypto News

The hotel booking service

provider Mirai has sealed a

deal with Criptan, a Spanish

crypto platform operator – a

move that will see over 1,200

hotels in the country getting

an option to accept

payments in cryptoassets

such as Bitcoin.

SPAIN GETS
BULLISH FOR
BITCOIN AS HOTEL
BOOKING SITE INKS
CRYPTO PAY DEAL

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

This week in the Crypto 101  

podcast, Tyler Spalding,

AMP Founder tells about

mainstream adoption of

cryptocurrency, banks

providing custody, CBDCs,

and more. Listen to the

episode here.
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